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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an integral domain, F --  q f (A)  its quotient field; let a be an element 
of A.  I f  a is a sum of n squares in F, is a then a sum of squares in A ,  and, i f  so, 
is a a sum of n squares in A ? 
As may be expected, the answers to these questions depend on the number n 
and on the nature of the domain A. The following are some "classical" 
examples: 
(1) If n = 1 and A is integrally closed, the answers to both questions 
are "yes." 
(2) If A = 71, the answers to both questions are "yes," for any n. This 
follows from classical number theory (e.g., [27, Chap. 7]). 
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(3) If A ~ k[t], where k is a field, the answers to both questions are 
"yes," by, respectively, a theorem of Artin [1] and a theorem of Cassels [8]. 
(4) In the ring of Gaussian integers A =Z[ i ] ,  i ~ ( ( i+  1)/2)2+ 
((i + 1)/2) 3 is a sum of two squares in qf (A)  = Q(i), but is obviously not a 
sum of (any number of) squares in A. 
(5) In Example (4), 2 is not invertible in A. Here is an alternative xample, 
where 2 is invertible in A. Let A = R[x 1 ,..., xa], where d ~ 2. According 
to Hilbert [21], there exist positive semidefinite polynomials f~A (i.e., 
polynomials uch that f (a l  ,..., aa) ~ 0 for all (a 1 ,..., aa) ~ R a) with the property 
that f  is not a sum of squares in A. By Artin's solution to Hilbert's 17th Problem 
[1], f is always a sum of squares in qf (A)  ~ E(x I .... , xa). In fact, by a theorem 
of Pfister [31], 2 a squares will suffice. A concrete example is provided by 
f (x ,  y,  z) = x4y 2 ~- y4z2 + xO'z 4 - -  3x2yZz ~'. In [12, Proposition 2.3] it is shown 
that f is positive semidefinite but not a sum of squares in ~[x, y, z]. On the 
other hand, since by direct computation 
f = xay~(x2 + y2 _ 2z~)2 + (x 2 _ y2)2 z2(x2y~ + xZz 2 + z 4) 
(x 2 + y2)2 
the element f is a sum of four squares in •(x, y, z). 
In this paper, we shall contribute some new results toward the sums of 
squares questions considered above. Here are some of the main results: 
THEOREM A. Let A be a unique factorization domain (UFD), with F = q f  (A). 
Assume that i =-"v/~---1 6F,  and that A[i] = {al + a2i: at ,  a2 ~ A} is also a 
UFD. I f  a ~ A is a sum of two squares in F, then a is a sum of two squares in A.  
A consequence of this is the following "converse" to the classical 2-square 
identity: 
COROLLARY. Let A be as above. Suppose a, a', a" e A,  with aa' =: a" and 
a ~ O. I f  a, a" are sums of two squares in A,  then so is a'. 
This follows from Theorem A, upon noting that 
a2a ' = aa" ~- (x12 + y12)(x2 ~ + y22) = (xlx ~ + yly~) 2 + (x ly  2 - -  x2yl) 2. 
While Theorem A might seem rather special for sums of two squares, 
Example 5 above shows that it cannot be generalized to arbitrary sums of 
squares. 
One large class of rings to which Theorem A can be applied is the class of 
regular semilocal domains in which 2 is a unit; this depends on a theorem of 
Auslander-Buchsbaum [37, p. 40@ and on a certain dimension formula of 
Eilenberg, Rosenberg, and Zelinsky [19]. 
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THEOREM B. Let A be a regular semilocal domain in which 2 is a unit. I f  
a ~ A is a sum of two squares in qf(A) ,  then a is a sum of two squares in A. 
In the literature, this result was known only in the special case when a is 
a unit in A (see, e.g., [16]). So the novelty of Theorem B lies in the fact that 
it is not assumed that a is invertible. 
While Theorem B might seem rather special for sums of two squares, it 
has no analog for longei sums of squares. In the special case when A has Krull 
dimension one, however, a certain analog is possible: 
THEOREM C. Let A be a semilocal Dedekind domain in which 2 is a unit. 
I f  a ~ A is a sum of n squares in qf(A),  then a is a sum of rn squares in A, where 
r is the number of maximal ideals in A. 
Some of the results above are relevant o Artin's solution to Hilbert's 17th 
Problem. In fact, from Theorem C and from the Corollary to Theorem A, 
one can deduce the following refinements of Artin's theorem: 
COROLLARY. Let f ~ A ~ ~[x 1 .... , xa] be a positive semidefinite polynomial. 
(1) Given any nonzero polynomial h ~ A, there exists g ~ A relatively prime 
to h such that g2f is a sum of squares in A. 
(2) I f  f is a sum of two squares in R(x 1 ..... Xa) , then it is already a sum 
of two squares in ~[xl ,... , xa]. 
An application of (2) above has been given by the first three authors in [13]. 
The three main theorems tated above will all be proved in somewhat more 
general form in the text. For Theorem A, see (2.5); for Theorem B, see (3.6); 
for Theorem C, see (4.1). 1 To indicate possibilities for future work, three open 
problems are assembled in the concluding Section 5. 
2. BINARY FORMS OVER UFD's  
In this section, we shall prove Theorem A. In fact, a more general version 
of this theorem will be proved: instead of working with x ~ + y2 (sums of two 
squares), we shall work more generally with the binary form x 2 + by ~ (for a 
fixed element b). A very pleasant feature of this form is the following classical 
identity: 
(xl ~ + byl~)(x~ ~ + by~) = (xlx~ ± byly~) ~ + b(xly~ ~ x~yl) ~, (2.1) 
1 In unpublished letters, Colliot-Th61~ne has shown us a sketch of a proof, using the 
Weak Approximation Theorem for quadries, which shows that the lement a in Theo- 
rem C is, in fact, a sum of n (instead of rn) squares in A. In these letters he has also 
indicated a generalization of Theorem B to the case where "sum of two squares" is 
replaced by "norm of a Galois extension [18, Chap. III]." We hope that the proofs of 
these results, whose methods transcend ours, will soon appear. 
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which boils down to the usual two-square identity when b = 1. For any com- 
mutative ring R containing b, we shall write DR(b ) = {x2+ bye: x ,y  a R}, 
i.e., the set of values assumed by the form x 2 + by 2 over R. From (2.1), it is 
seen that DR(b ) is a multiplicatively closed set in R. 
Throughout this section, we shall f ix  the following notations: A will be an 
integral domain, F = qf (A) ;  b is a fixed element in A with --b q~F 2, and B 
A[V/---~] C_F(~/--b). The group of units of A will be denoted by U(A). We 
write c ] d to indicate the fact that c divides d in A. A nonunit p ~ A is said 
to be aprime element i fA  "p is a prime ideal in A, i.e., whenever p I cd (c, d E A), 
then p l c or p [ d in A. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p be a prime element in A which becomes reducible over B. 
Then p is an associate of some element in DA(b), i.e., p ~ U(A) • DA(b). 
Proof. Write 0 = %/--~ so B = A @A"  0. By assumption, we have 
p = (r 1 + Osl)(r 2 + Os~), where r i ,  s i ~ A,  and the two factors are nonunits 
in B. Applying the A-automorphism of B which takes 0 to --0, we have p z 
(r 1 -- Osl)(r 2 --  Os~) so p2 = (r 2 + bs ~)(r22 4- bs22). From ri 2 4- bsi s = (ri 4- Os,) 
(ri - -  Osi), we see that ri ~ 4- bsi ~ are nonunits in A (i = 1, 2). Since p is prime, 
it follows easily that p is an associate of either rl s 4- bsl 2 or rs s 4- bs2 s. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose p f  = h, where p, f ,  h 6 A\{O}, and p is prime. I f  p, h e 
DA(b), then f ~ DA(b ). 
Proof. Write p = u 24-by  ~ and h = r 2 4- bs 2, u, v, r, s e A.  Then, by 
(2.1), p2f = (u s 4- bv~)(r 2 4- bs 2) = (ur ± bvs) s 4- b(us ~ vr) s. We claim that 
one of the following two explicit expressions 
P + b . (2.4) 
P 
will establish f as an element in DA(b). Indeed, since p ~- u 2 + bv 2 divides 
h = r 2 4- bs 2, it will also divide the RHS of each of the following four equations: 
(a) (ur 4- bvs)(ur - -  bvs) = (u s 4- bv s) r 2 --  bv2(r 2 4- b#) 
(b) (us 4- vr)(us --  vr) = (u s 4- bv s) s 2 -- v2(r 2 4- bs 2) 
(c) (ur 4- bvs)(us + vr) = (u 2 + bv ~) rs 4- uv(r ~ 4- bs 2) 
(d) (ur - -  bvs)(us --  vr) = (u 2 4- bv s) rs - -  uv(r 2 4- bs2). 
I f  p ,~ ur 4- bvs, then from (a) and (c), p must divide ur -- bvs and us 4- vr, 
so we are done by choosing the "lower" signs in (2.4). I f  p "r us --  vr, we can 
get the same conclusion by using (b) and (d). Thus, we may assume that 
p [ ur 4- bvs andp I us --  vr, in which case we are done by choosing the "upper" 
signs in (2.4). Q.E.D. 
We come now to the main result of the section (part (1) of which subsumes 
Theorem A in the Introduction): 
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THEOREM 2.5. Suppose A and B above are both UFD's. Then 
(1) A ~ DF(b) = DA(b ). 
(2) Any nonunit f ~ DA(b) can be factored into pl  ~ "" P,,~Zql "'" q , ,  where 
P i ,  qJ are irreducible lements in A,  and qj e DA(b) for all j .  
(3) A nonzero prime element p ~ A has an associate in Da(b) i ff - -6~ k s, 
where k = q f (A /A  "p). 
The motivating example for this theorem is the case when A = 2~, b = 1. 
It is well known that ?7 and B = 2~[i] are UFD's,  so the theorem applies. The 
first two conclusions are familiar facts concerning the structure of sums of two 
squares in 7/. The last conclusion is essentially Fermat's Theorem: a prime 
number p > 2 is a sum of two integral squares iff - -  1 is a square in 7//pY_, iff p ~ 1 
(mod 4). 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. For (1), we need only prove the inclusion _C. Let 
fE  A n DF(b). Then there exists g ~ A/(0} such that g2f~ DA(b). Choose g 
such that the length of its factorization into irreducible elements in A is as 
small as possible. If this length is zero, theng ~ U(A) and we are done. Otherwise, 
fix an irreducible factor p [g ,  say g = Pgl • Since A is a UFD, p is a prime 
element in A. Two cases may arise: 
Case (a). p is reducible over B. By Lemma 2.2, p = ~(u 2 4- by 2) for suitable 
u, v ~d,  and E E U(A). Then (u24- bv~)~(Egl)2fEDA(b). Since u24- bv 2 is 
prime, applying Lemma 2.3 twice, we get (Egl)2f~DA(b), contradicting the 
minimal choice of g. 
Case (b). p is irreducible over B. Write 
g2f = p2g12 f = r 2 4- bs z _ (r 4- Os)(r - -  Os), (2.6) 
where r, s e A, and 0 = V /~.  Since B is also a UFD, p is a prime element 
in B. From (2.6), p must then divide r 4- Os or r -- Os; say r 4- Os = p(r' 4- Os') 
(r', s' ~ M). Then r -- pr', s = ps', and r 2 4- bs 2 = p2(r'2 4- bs'2). Cancelling p2 
from (2.6), we get gl~f = r '2 4- bs '~ ~ Oa(b), a contradiction as before. 
We have now proved part (1) of the theorem. To prove part (2), we shall 
induct on the number of irreducible factors in the unique factorization of f. 
I f  this number is 1, the desired conclusion is trivial. In general, let f = r 2 4- 
bs~=Pf l ,  where p is irreducible. I f  p is as in Case (a) above, then p = 
E(u 2 4- by 2) with u, v ~ A,  E ~ U(A). Since (u 2 4- bv 2) . efl c Da(b), Lemma 2.3 
implies that e f l  ~ DA(b ) and we are done by invoking the inductive hypothesis 
on Efl. I fp  is as in Case (b), then, as before, pf~ -- f - -  (r 4- Os)(r - -  Os) implies 
that r = pr', s = ps' for suitable r', s' E A. Then Pfl p2(r'2 4- bs'2), i.e., 
f l  = P( r'2 4- bs'2) . Now f = p2(r'~4- bs'2), and we are done by invoking the 
inductive hypothesis for r '~ 4- bs '2. This proves part (2). 
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To show part (3), assume that p 4= 0 is a prime which has an associate in 
DA(b). After replacing p by an associate, we may assume that p = x 2 -~ by ~, 
x, y e A. Then p ~'y; for if p ]Y, then also p I x, and so p2 [ x 2 q_ by2, a con- 
tradiction. I f  k = qf (A /A  • p), we have then --/7 = (~/y)~ ~ k 2. Conversely, 
suppose --/7 = (g/y)2 in k, where x ~ A, y ~ A \A  .p. Then p divides x 2 q- by 2 
in A. I f  we were in Case (b) above, then p is prime in B; the fact that p divides 
(x q- Oy)(x -- Oy) implies, as before, that p I x, p lY ,  a contradiction. Thus, 
p must be reducible in B, and we are done by Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D. 
The proof above shows that the hypothesis that B be a UFD can be somewhat 
weakened. All we need is the assumption that any prime p E A which remains 
irreducible in B be actually a prime element of B. Also the hypothesis that 0 = 
~/--~ ~F  does not really limit the applicability of the theorem: If  0 eF,  then 
0 e A since A (being a UFD) is integrally closed. I f  2b e U(A), then any a e A 
can be written as 
a= \ 2 ! +b  • 2 
so Da(b) = A and DF(b) = F. In this case, (1)-(3) in Theorem 2.5 are clearly 
all true. On the other hand, if 2b q~ U(A), the theorem is false in general, by 
Example (4) (A = 7/[/], b = 1) in the Introduction. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A be as in Theorem 2.5. Suppose f, g, h cA  with 
g f  = h, and g # O. I f  g, h E DA(b), then f E DA(b ). 
Proof. By (2.1), g2f =gh~Da(b) ,  so fEDv(b)  n A = DA(b). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let K be any fieM, and A be either a polynomial ring 
K[x I .... ,xa], or a power series ring Kiix 1 .... ,xd]]. Let F=qf (A)  (so F= 
K(xl ..... Xa) or F ~- K((x 1 ,..., Xa))). Then for any b ~ K\(--K=), the conclusions 
(1)-(3) in (2.5) are valid. 
Proof. Here, we have B --- K(v/--~)[xl ,..., xa] or B ~- K(V-Z-b)EEx~ ,..., xa]]. 
The fact that A and B are UFD's  follows from the classical theorem of Gauss 
(resp. Weierstrass [37, p. 148]). Thus, Theorem 2.5 applies. (The discussion 
in the case when b e - -K  2 will be left to the reader; separate discussions are 
needed for char K = 2 and char K @ 2.) Q.E.D. 
In the special case when A = K[xl] , the conclusion (1) above coincides 
with the Cassels-Pfister Theorem [30, Satz 1] (restricted to binary forms); 
further, by letting b = 1, (2), (3) above recover the theorems of Joly [22, 23], 
Leahey [26], and Tignol [36, (4.8), p. 138]. Thus, (2.8) represents generalizations 
of these results from one variable to any number of variables. (For a more 
general result in the case of two variables, see also [15, (2.1.4.5)].) The power 
series case in (2.8) (with A = K[[x 1 ..... xa]]) is believed to be new. 
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Here are some further examples to which Theorem (2.5) applies: 
(2.9) A =K[x  1 .... ,xa] (K a field), and b =~x~4-  g(x 2,...,xa), where 
c~ eKe{0} and g ~ K[x 2 .... , xa]. For this choice of b, the relation 0 ~ - -b 
yields X 1 = --0~-1(0 2 4-  g(x  2 .... , xa)), so B = K[x~ ..... xa , O] = K[x 2 ,..., xa , 0]. 
This is isomorphic to a polynomial ring over K, and is therefore a UFD.  
(2.10) A =N[x  1 ..... Xa] (d>/2)  and b =x124- ' ' '4 -xa  2 -  1. Here, 
B = A[V/--~] is isomorphic to the real coordinate ring of the d-sphere, which 
(for d >/2)  is a UFD by a theorem of Samuel [34, Theorem 5]. 
(2.11) A = real coordinate ring of the d-sphere (d >/3), and b = 1. Here, 
B = A[i] is the complex coordinate ring of the d-sphere. For d ~ 3, this is 
also a UFD [34, Theorem 5]. This gives the following conclusion: I f  a real 
polynomial function f on the d-sphere is a sum of two squares of rational functions, 
then f is the sum of two squares of real polynomial functions. 
(2.12) A =7/ ,  b = 1, : L2 , - -3 , - -6 , - -7 , - -11 , . . . ,  etc. For these choices 
of b, B = 77[V '~]  is the full ring of algebraic integers in Q("v/------b), and B 
has class number 1 so it is a UFD.  
It  is easy to show that Theorem 2.5 need not hold if we waive the assumption 
that B is a UFD.  For example, let A = R[x, y, z]/(x 2 4- yO 4- z2), which is 
a UFD [7, Exercise 6, p. 99]. Clearly, --1 = (y/~)~ 4- (~/2) ~ is a sum of two 
squares in qf(A) .  But --1 is not a sum of squares in A, since .4 admits a homo- 
morphism into N (by sending x,y, z to zero). Here, the ring B = A[i] 
C[x, y, z]/(x 2 4- y2 + z 2) is not a UFD since - -2  2 = (35 4- i z ) (y  -- iz). For a 
more number theoretic example, take A = 2[~/3] (a UFD),  and a to be the 
fundamental unit 2 4- ~/3. Since the coefficient of ~/3 is odd, a cannot be a 
sum of squares in A, but 4a = (1 4- ~/3) 2 4- (1 4- @3) 2 shows that a is a sum 
of two squares in qf(A) .  Hence, B = 7/[~/3, V/----l] is necessarily not a UFD.  
The fact that B is a UFD is a sufficient condition for Theorem 2.5(1) to 
hold, but it is by no means a necessary condition. For example, take A = 7/ 
and b = 5. Here B = 7 / [~, /~]  has class number 2 so it is not a UFD.  Never- 
theless, it can be shown that 7/c~ D•(5) = D~(5) (i.e., for a ~ 7/, if we can 
solve a = x 2 + 5y 2 in Q, then we can solve it in 7/). This follows from the 
following observation of A. Ogg, which we shall mention without proof: Let 
K be a quadratic number field with class number h. Let h' = h if h is odd, and 
h' = h/2 if h is even. I fa  ~7/is a norm from K, then (for a suitable choice of sign) 
~:a h' is the norm of an algebraic integer in K. 
We shall conclude this section by showing that Theorem 2.5 cannot be 
extended beyond the case of the binary form x 2 4- by ~. To show the failure 
of the theorem for the form xl ~ 4- -.. 4- xn 2 (n ~> 3), we shall construct a 
"generic" counterexample. Let k be a field of characteristic #-2, and let A = 
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k[x 1 ..... x~, u, v] with a relation xl e 4- .'. + x,~ z -- uev = O; this is easily seen 
to be an integral domain. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. For n ~ 3, u is a prime element in A, and A is a UFD. 
Proof. The quotient ring A/(u) is isomorphic to h[x 1 ,..., Xn], with a relation 
xl z @ "" + x~ 2 = 0. Since n ~ 3, this is an integral domain, so u is a prime 
element in A. To show that A is a UFD,  it suffices to show, by a lemma of 
Nagata [24, Theorem 177] that A[u -1] is a UFD.  But v = (x~ 2 + "'" + x~ 2) u -2 
A[U-1], so 
A[u-q  = k [~ ,..., ~ , u, ~, u-~] = k[x~ ,..., xn , u, u -q .  
This is isomorphic to a localization of a polynomial ring over k, so it is indeed a 
UFD.  Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. I r k  is formally real (i.e., --1 is not a sum of squares in k), 
then v is not a sum of squares in A. 
Proof. The field k is a homomorphic image of A via the homomorphism qo
with ~0(xl) = "-- = ~o(xn) = q~(u) = 0, qo(v) = --1. I f  v were a sum of squares 
in A, then its image, --1, would be a sum of squares in h, contradicting the 
hypothesis that h is formally real. Q.E.D. 
To take a concrete example, l t A = N[x 1 .... , xn ,u ,v ]  with a relation 
xl 2 + "'" + x~ 2 -- u~v -~ 0 (n ~ 3). Then, by (2.13), A and B = A[v/--~I] = 
C[x  I ,..., Xn, u, V] are UFD's .  We have v ~ (Xl/a) 2 ~- ... ~- (Xn/U) 2 in qf(A) ,  
but v is not a sum of (any number of) squares in A, by (2.14). Nevertheless, 
any a e A which is a sum of two squares in qf (A)  is a sum of two squares in A, 
according to Theorem 2.5. 
3. REGULAR SEMILOCAL DOMAINS 
This section will be concerned with values taken by quadratic forms over 
regular semilocal domains. Recall that a commutative noetherian ring A is 
said to be regular if, for any maximal ideal 92R C A, the localization A~x is a 
regular local ring. Note that i f  A is commutative, noetherian, with global dimension 
gl. dim A < oo, then A is regular. In fact, for any maximal ideal ~ C A, 
gl. dim A m ~< gl. dim A < ~ [3, p. 123]; by the theorem of Serre, Auslander, 
and Buchsbaum [33, p. 81], this implies that A~0t is a regular local ring. Thus, A 
is regular. Conversely, i f  A is a regular semilocal ring, then gl. dim A < oo. In 
fact, gl. dim A = sup{gl, dim An} where 9X ranges over all maximal ideals of A 
[3, p. 124]. The theorem of Serre, Auslander, and Buchsbaum cited above says 
that each gl. dim A m < oo; since there are only finitely many ~X's, it follows 
that gl. dim A < oo. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a domain, and b ~ A. Assume that 2b e U(A), and 
0 = V'- -~ (~ qf(A) .  Let B = A[O]. Then 
(i) gl. dim B = gl. dim A. 
(2) I f  A is regular semilocal, so is B. 
Proof. Since B = A (~) A - 0, B is a free A-module. This makes it possible 
to apply the dimension inequalities in [19, Proposition 2]. By part (6) of that 
Proposition, one has gl. dim A ~ gl. dim B, and by part (3), one has 
gl. dim B ~ dimA B + gl. dim A, 
where dimA B denotes the "bidimension" (or "Hochschild dimension") [10, 
Chap. 9, Sect. 7] of B as an A-algebra. Since we assume that 2b ~ U(A), it 
follows that B is a separable A-algebra [18, Theorem (4.4), p. 111]; in particular, 
dimA B = 0, so gl. dim B ~ gl. dim A. This proves (1). 
I f  A is regular semilocal, then, by the remarks preceding the lemma, 
gl. d imA < or. From (1), we have gl. d imB ~ ~ so B is also regular. 
Finally, since B is finitely generated as an A-module, it is well known that A 
being semilocal implies that B is semilocal [6, Corollary 3, p. 151]. This proves 
(2). Q.E.D. 
For any commutative ring A, let Br(A) denote the Brauer group of A, as 
defined, for example, by Auslander and Goldman [2]. For the purpose of 
proving the next proposition, we shall assume the following result [2, Theo- 
rem (7.2)]: 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  A is a regular domain, with q f (A)= F, then the functorial 
map Br(A) --+ Br(F) is a monomorphism. 
Let q(x) = ~ ai~xixj be a quadratic form over a ring A in which 2 is a unit. 
An element a ~ A is said to be represented by q (or is a value of q) over A if 
we can solve q(x) = a for suitable xi e A. The following proposition has been 
obtained by Colliot-Thdl&ne [16], but we shall offer a somewhat shorter proof 
based on (3.1) and (3.2). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be a regular semilocal domain with 2 E U(A). Let 
q be a regular quadratic form over A (i.e., det q E U(A)), with rank q ~ 3. I f  a 
unit a ~ U(A) is represented byq over F ~ qf(A) ,  then a is represented by q over A. 
Proof. In this proof, we shall make frequent use of the theory of quadratic 
forms over semilocal rings (with 2 a unit). A convenient reference for the 
quadratic form facts needed below is Baeza's book [4]. 
The case rank q ~ 1 is trivial since a regular domain is always integrally 
closed. Next, let rank q = 2. Since A is semilocal with 2 ~ U(A), any regular 
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quadratic form can be diagonalized. Upon scaling q by a unit, we may assume 
that q _~ (1, c), where (c x ,..., Cn) denotes the diagonal form ~ cixi z. Since q 
represents a over F, the A-quaternion algebra ((a,- -c)/A) splits over F. By 
(3.2), this quaternion algebra already splits over A. Thus, its norm form 
(1, c ) (~) (1 , - -a )  is hyperbolic over A. This gives an A-isometry (1, c) 
a - (1, c) so a is represented by q over A. Next, assume rank q ~- 3, say q 
(1, c, d) (after scaling), where c, d • U(A). Let ~ ~_ (1, c, d, - -a) ,  and b = 
acd• U(A). I f  - -b • U(A) 2, then ~ .~ (1, c , - -a , - - ca )  is the norm form of 
((a, --c)/A), and we are done by repeating the argument in the rank 2 case. 
Now assume --b 6 U(A)2; let B = A[8], where 0 2 ---- -b. By (3.1), B is also 
a regular semilocal domain. Since --b is a square in B, the above argument 
shows that ~ is hyperbolic over B. By a familiar theorem on quadratic extensions 
(e.g., [4, Theorem (4.2), p. 121]), we have an A-isometry ~ ~ (e)(1, b) _1_ fl, 
where e • U(A) and fi is a regular binary form over A. By a determinant com- 
putation, we have det fi • -  U(A) 2, so /3 is the hyperbolic plane over A. In 
particular, ~ is isotropic over A, i.e., there exists a unimodular 4-tuple 
(x, y, z, w) • A 4 such that x 2 @ cy 2 4- dz 2 --  aw ~ ~ O. Arguing as in [16, (1.2)], 
one may choose x ,y ,  z, w in A such that w • U(A). 2 Then a ~ (x/w)2 + 
c(y/w) 2 + d(z/w) 2 is represented by q ~ (1, c, d)  over A. Q.E.D. 
The above proposition implies that, i f  A is a regular semilocal domain with 
2 ~ U(A), and n ~ 3, then any a ~ U(A) which is a sum of n squares in q f (A)  
is already a sum of n squares in A. I f  we relax the assumption on n, however, 
only a weaker (nonquantitative) result is known in the literature: 
PROPOSITION 3.4 [16, (3.1)]. Let A be a regular semilocal domain with 2 • U( A). 
Then any a E U(A) which is a sum of squares in q f (A)  is already a sum of squares 
inA .  
In [16], this fact was deduced from a theorem of Craven, Rosenberg and 
Ware [14], which states that the kernel of the map from the Witt ring of A 
to the Witt ring of qf (A)  is a 2-primary torsion group. (In [14], this theorem 
was stated and proved only for regular local rings, but in [16], Colliot-Th61~ne 
has indicated the steps needed to extend the theorem to the semilocal case.) 
Propositions (3.3) and (3.4) both deal with the representation of units of A 
by quadratic forms. It seems natural to ask: what happens if we consider elements 
a • A which are not units ? Unfortunately, (3.4) no longer holds (in general) 
if a is a nonunit. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. There exists a regular local ring A D_ N with an element f 
(necessarily not a unit) such that f is a sum of four squares in q f (A) ,  but f is not 
a sum of (any number of) squares in A. 
2 Actually, x, y, z, w can all be chosen to be units in A; see [4, Theorem (5.1), p. 84]. 
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Proof. Let S = R[x,y, z]. By example (5) in Section 1, there exists a 
positive semidefinite homogeneous sextic polynomial f~  S which is not a 
sum of squares in S, but is a sum of four squares in qf(S).  Let A be the localiza- 
tion of S at the maximal ideal (x, y, z); it is a regular local ring (of Krull dimension 
three). We claim that f is not a sum of squares in A. In fact, if it is, there would 
exist an equation 
g2(x, y, z) f (x,  y, z) = h12(x, y, z) q- ... -t- hfl(x, y, z), 
where g, hi 6 S, and g ~ (x, y, z). Since f is a sextic form, the polynomials hi 
cannot involve any monomials of degree 42. (First argue with the constant 
terms in hi, then proceed to the homogeneous components of degree one 
and degree two, in that order). Comparing terms of degree six in the above 
equation, we get g~(O, O, O) f(x,  y, z) = Z h~,~(x, y, z), where h~, 3 denotes the 
homogeneous component of degree three in hi • Since g(0, 0, 0) v L 0, this yields 
an expression o f f  as a sum of squares of polynomials, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The difficulty in dealing with the representation of nonunits a ~ A is that 
we cannot use the element a as an entry in the diagonalization of a regular 
quadratic form. Thus, it is to be expected that the usual techniques of (regular) 
quadratic forms are inadequate for the analysis of the representation f nonunits. 
In view of this, and the counterexample above, the following is perhaps a 
somewhat surprising result: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a regular semilocal domain with 2 ~ U(A). Let q 
be a regular quadratic form over A of rank 2. I f  a ~ A (not necessarily a unit) 
is represented by q over F = qf(_d), then a is represented by q over A. 
(This subsumes Theorem B in the Introduction. As we have already men- 
tioned, Colliot-Thdl+ne has obtained a more general version of (3.6) for norm 
forms of Galois extensions over A.) 
The proof of (3.6) depends on the following slight generalization of a well- 
known result of Auslander and Buchsbaum [37, p. 406]. 
THEOREM 3.7. Any regular semilocal domain A is a UFD. 
Proof. By [24, Theorem 178], it suffices to show that (i) Am is a UFD 
for any maximal ideal ~l C A, and (ii) every invertible ideal in A is principal. 
The latter is true for any semilocal domain [24, Theorem 60], and the former 
is true for any regular ring, since the regular local ring Am is a UFD by the 
theorem of Auslander and Buchsbaum. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Upon scaling q by a unit, we may assume that q 
(1, b). Using the notation of Section 2, we need to prove that A c~ Dl~(b) = 
DA(b ). This is clear if --b ~F ~, for, in that case, D~(b) = F and D•(b) = A 
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since 2b 6 U(A) (see the paragraph preceding (2.7)). Now assume --b ¢F  2, 
and let B ~ A[V/~----b]. Then, by (3.1), B (as well as A) is a regular semilocal 
domain, so by (3.7), A and B are both UFD's.  Now apply Theorem (2.5). 
Q.E.D. 
In Theorem 3.6, we have assumed the following hypotheses on q and A: 
(//1) rank q --- 2, (1t2) q is regular, (113) 2 ~ U(A), (Ha) A is regular, and (115) 
A is semilocal. In the following, we shall show that none of the conditions 
(Hi) (2 ~ i ~ 5) can be removed from Theorem 3.6. (We shall discuss the 
condition (//1) later.) 
To see the failure of (3.6) without (//2) , let A be the localization of ?7 at 
the prime (3). The binary quadratic form q ~ x ~ + 9y 2 is not regular over A 
since 3 is a nonunit. The element a ~ 2 ~ U(A) is represented by q over qf(A),  
since 2 ~ l S -]- 9 - (1/3) 2. But a is not represented by q over A. For, if 2 
x 2 + 9y 2 for x, y ~ A, reduction modulo 3A implies that 2 is a square in ?7/3?7, 
which is not the case. 
To see the failure of (3.6) without (//3) , we shall refine an example discussed 
earlier in Section 2. In the ring 77[~/3], let p ~ (~/3 -- 1) ~ (~/3 -~ 1, 2) be 
the unique prime extending (2); let A --77[~/3]p, the localization of 77[~/3] 
at p. The element a = 2 + ~/3 E U(A) is a sum of two squares in qf (A)  (since 
4a = (1 + ~,/3) 2 ~- (1 + ~/3)z), but it is not a sum of squares in A. To see this, 
assume, instead, (c-? dx/3)2a =~.(ci  + di~/3) 2, where c, d, ci, di~?7, and 
c + dx/3 ~ p. Comparing the irrational parts Of the two sides, we have c 2 -+- 
3d 2 + 4cd -~ 2 ~ cfli • Reading this rood 2, we see that c and d have the same 
parity. I f  we write c = d+ 2e (e~Z), then c + dv '3  = 2e + d(~/3 + l )~p,  
a contradiction. (This example shows also that Proposition 3.4 is false if we 
do not assume 2 E U(A).) 
To see the failure of (3.6) without (H~), we can exploit again the ring 
E[x, y, z]/(x 2 + yO. + z~), mentioned in the paragraph following (2.12). Let A 
be the localization of this ring at the maximal ideal (g, y, ~); this is a (nonregular) 
local ring of Krull dimension two. The element --1 6 U(A) is a sum of two 
squares in qf(A),  but, arguing as before, we see that --1 is not a sum of squares 
in A. (This example shows also that (3.4) is false if we do not assume A to be 
regular.) 
To see the failure of (3.6) without (//5) , we shall prove: 
PROPOSITION 3.8. There exists a P ID (principal ideal domain) A with 
2 ~ U(A), such that (i) --1 is a sum of two squares in qf (A) ,  (ii) --1 is a sum of 
three squares in A, but not a sum of two squares in A. 
Proof. Let A ~ Q[x,y], with the relation x2+ 2y 2 + 1 ~ 0. Since the 
conic defined by this equation is nonsingular, A is a regular domain [9, Exp. 17, 
Theorem 6] of Krull dimension 1, i.e., a Dedekind domain. By [7, Exercise 6, 
I 2 p. 99], A is a UFD, so A is a PID. From the equation --1 ~ (x 2 q- y2)/(l ~- y ) ,  
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we see that --1 is a sum of two squares in qf(A).  (By (3.3) or (3.6) it follows 
that --1 is a sum of two squares in the localization of A at every maximal 
ideal.) In A, of course we have --1 ~-x  ~ +y2 +y2,  but we claim that --1 
is not a sum of two squares in A. Suppose, on the contrary, that --1 
f (x,  y)2 + g(x, y)2, where f (X ,  Y), g()t, Y) E Q[X, Y]. We may assume f and g 
to have been chosen such that d = max(degf, degg) is as small as possible. 
Say d=degf~degg;  clearly, d>0.  Write f=fa+f ' ,  g ~-gaq-g ' ,  
where fa,  ga are the homogeneous components of degree d for f and g. Lifting 
--1 ~ f(x,  y)2 q_ g(x, y)2 to the polynomial ring Q[X, Y], we have an equation 
h(X, Y ) (X  2 + 2Y  2 + 1) = f (X ,  y)2 -k- g(X, y)2 + 1, or 
h(~ -q- 1) = (fa + f')~ + (ga + g,)2 + 1, 
(3.9) 
where ~ = X 2 q- 2YL Comparing degrees, we have deg h = 2d -- 2, and 
h~a_2~r = fa 2 -~ ga S. Since cr remains irreducible over Q(i)[X, Y] (i = X/~----1), 
it must divide fa -+- iga orfa --  iga, so, in Q[X, Y], cr dividesfa, ga, and there- 
fore also h2a_ 2. Write fa = crf*, ga = ~g*, and h2a_ ~ = ,rh*. With h 
h2a_ 2 + h', (3.9) becomes 
(,Th* -k h')(~r -k l) ~- (~f * -k f')2 ~- (crg* + g')2 + l. (3.10) 
Specializing by X~+x,  Y~-~y, we have a~-~-- I  so (3.10) gives --1 
f"(x, y)2 + g"(x, y)2 ~ A, where f "  ~f '  - - f * ,  g" =g '  --  g*. The degrees of 
these are ~d-  l, contradictory to the minimal choice of d. Q.E.D. 
In the literature, the level s(A) of a ring A is defined to be the smallest integer n 
(or ~)  for which -- 1 is a sum of n squares in A. The above example furnishes 
a principal ideal domain A with 2 E U(A), such that s(qf(A)) ~ 2 and s(A) ~ 3. 
This is consistent with the recent work of Baeza [5], in which he showed that, 
for any Dedekind domain A, with quotient field F, s(A) equals either s(F), 
or s(F) + l. 
To conclude this section, we shall now consider the possibility of relaxing 
the hypothesis (H,): rank q = 2, in Theorem 3.6. We already know, from 
(3.5), that this hypothesis cannot be replaced by rank q = r for any r ~ 4. 
The only remaining case is, therefore, that of ternary (quadratic) forms. In 
this case, we have the following result kindly communicated to us by Ojanguren, 
whose proof we reproduce here by his permission: 
THEOREM 3.11. Let A be a regular semilocal domain with 2 ~ U(A). Let q 
be a ternary quadratic form over A of determinant d ~ U(A). Let a be an element 
of A (not necessarily a unit) which is represented over F ~ qf(A).  I f  the integral 
closure B of A in K ~ F(V/-----~) is regular, then a is represented by q over A. 
Proof. By (3.7), A is a UFD. After removing all squared factors from a, 
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we may assume that a is square-free. We may also assume that - -ad6F  ~. 
[For, if - -ad~F 2, then since A is integrally closed, we have - -adam 2, so 
a e U(A) and we are done by (3.3).] Using 2 ~ U(A) and an analog of the 
method for determining the integers of quadratic number fields, it is easy 
to see that B = A[v/------~d], which is a free A-module of rank 2 and, by assump- 
tion, regular. After simultaneously scaling q and a by d, we may assume that 
d = 1, so, say q ~ (- -u,  --v, uv>, with u, v e U(A). Let A be the quaternion 
A-algebra A @ A • i @ M " j @ A " ij, with i s = u, j~ = v, and ij = --ji. An 
easy computation shows that the center of A is M and that the element 
¼(1 @ 1 op + (1/u)(i @ i °p) + (1/v)( j  @jop) _ (1/uv) ij @ (ij) °p) of A @A A°P 
satisfies [25, Th6or6me 1.4(5), p. 73], so that A is a central separable A-algebra. 
Writing, a -= q(xl,  x2, x3) = - -uxl  °" -- vx22 + uvx32 (xi eF) ,  the element 
a = xli + x2j  + x3i j of F @A A satisfies ~2 = --a. Thus K = F(V/--~) is a 
maximal subfield o f f  @A A and so the latter is split over K. By (3.2) it follows 
that B @A A is split over B. Since [B @A A: B] = 4, it follows that B @A A ~_ 
HomB(E, E), where E is a free B-module of rank 2. By [18, Theorem 5.5, 
p. 64, and Remarks, pp. 65~5], there is a central separable A-algebra 27 con- 
taining B as a maximal subalgebra, with 2J @A A°P ~ HomA(E, E), so that 
[27 : A] = 4, and 27 and A belong to the same class in the Brauer group of A. 
Since 27 and A have the same rank over A and A is a semilocal domain, the 
latter implies that X~_ A [17, Corollary 1, p. 40]. Thus, A contains an A- 
subalgebra isomorphic to B = A[@~] ,  i.e., there exists a quaternion/3 e A 
with 3 2 ~ --a. Writing fi = YO • Yi i + Y2J + yaij = Yo + fl' (all Yi e A), we 
have 
- -a  =/3  2 ~ yo 2 q- 2y0/3' -}-/3'"° 
(3.12) 
= Yo 2 q- 2yo/3' --  q(Y l ,  Y2, Ya). 
Since all terms except 2yo/3' are in A, this forces 2yo/3' = O, so either/3' = 0 
2 2 or Yo = 0 (since 2 e U(A)). I f /3'  -- 0, then - -a  = Yo e A , which, we have 
assumed, is not the case. Thus, we must have Yo = 0. By (3.12), a = q(yl ,  Y2, Ya), 
so a is represented by q over A. Q.E.D. 
In general, in the situation of Theorem 3.11, the integral closure B of A 
in K = F (V / - -~)  is always a Cohen-Macaulay domain [24, Ex. 18, p. 103] 
(see also [32]), but need not be a regular domain. In the special case when 
A is one-dimensional, however, A is a Dedekind ring, and it is well known 
that B is also Dedekind [24, Theorem 98, p. 69], hence regular. This enables 
us to deduce the following: 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let A be a semilocal Dedekind domain with 2 e U(A). 
Let q be a regular ternary quadratic form over M. I f  a ~ A (not necessarily a unit) 
is represented by q over q f (A) ,  then a is represented by q over M. 
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4. SEMILOCAL DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
In this section, we shall continue the investigation of representations of 
nonunits by regular quadratic forms over a semilocal Dedekind domain, begun 
in (3.13). For forms of arbitrary rank, we have the following weak generalization 
of (3.13) (which includes Theorem C in the Introduction): 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a semilocal De&kind domain with r maximal ideals, 
such that 2 ~ U(A). Let q be a regular quadratic form over A. I f  a E A is represented 
by q over F = qf (A) ,  then a is represented by r • q, the orthogonal sum of r copies 
o f  q over A (i.e., a is a sum of r values of q over A). 
An essentially equivalent way of stating this theorem is as follows: 
THEOREM 4.1'. Let A be a noetherian integrally closed domain with 2 ~ U(A). 
Let q be a regular quadratic form over A. I f  a ~ A is represented by q over F = 
qf (A) ,  then for any set of height one primes Pi ..... p,. C A,  a is represented by 
A r • q in the localization S - iA ,  where S = \Ui=I Pi- 
Proof. The ring S-1A is noetherian, integrally closed, and has Krull 
dimension 1, so it is a Dedekind domain [24, Theorem 96]. Its maximal ideals 
are S-lpz (1 ~< i ~< r), so it is semilocal. Now apply (4.1). Q.E.D. 
By applying (4.1') to the polynomial ring R[x i ,..., xa] (with q ~ n • (1)), 
we obtain the following addendum to Artin's solution of Hilbert's 17th 
Problem: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let f  s A = R[xi ,..., Xa] be apositive semidefinitepolynomial. 
Then for any nonzero polynomial h E A, there exists g ~ A relatively prime to h 
such that g2f is a sum of squares in A. 
Proof. Let hlh 2 "" h~ be the factorization of h into irreducible factors, 
and apply (4.1') with p~ = (hi), 1 ~ i ~ r. Q.E.D. 
We shall now begin the proof of (4.1). The first step is the following proposi- 
tion on the values of quadratic forms over an arbitrary semilocal ring. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A be a semilocal ring, with maximal ideals 9)l i ..... ?Olr 
h (k)'" "~ be quadratic forms over A (not necessarily and 2 c U(A). Let qe = ~. vii ~i  
regular), where 1 <~ k ~ r. Let a E A. If, for each k, a is represented by q~ in 
the localization A~ , then a is represented by the orthogonal sum qi I "'" ± qr 
over A. In particular, i f  qi = q2 "'" = q~ = q, then a is represented over A by 
r • q = q ± "'" _k q (r times). 
Proof. For each k, there exists f~ ~ A\gJlk such that fkZa is a value of q 
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in A.  We may assume that fk  lies in all g]lifor i ~ k. For, let bi e ?O~i\~J~ (i vL k); 
then b'~ = b I "'" bk_lb~+t "'" br ¢ 9Jl~, but b~ lies in all the other 93/i's. Thus, 
we get what we want by replacing fe with f~b'~. 
Say f~a  ~- q~(x(~)), where x (~) has coordinates in A. We shall show below 
that there exists a unit u e A, and q ,..., cr e A such that 
1 
Thus we shall have 
a = E u-2c~2f~ 2a = Z (u-act~) ~ qk(x(k,) --~ Z q ~(u-ackx(~,)' 
k tc Ic 
as desired. 
To construct u, we claim that for each k, 1 ~ k ~ r, there is an element u~ 
in A but in no 9J/i, 1 ~< i ~< k, such that 
u~ = all12 + ... + d~f~ 2 (*) 
for suitable di ~- di(k) e A.  Clearly, u = u~ will do. 
To prove the claim, let u 1 --~ f l  and construct {uk} by induction on k. Assuming 
the existence of u 1 ,..., uk with the requisite properties let 
2 uk+l = (uk q- f~+x) 2 + fk+l" 
Since, by the assumption on the fk's, (*), and the fact that 9J~+ i is prime, 
we have uk e ~IR~+I, and 2 ~ U(A), 
uk+x ~ 2f~+l ~ 0 (rood 9J~+l) 
uT~ 2 ~ 0 (mod 9J/,), 1 ~< i ~< k. 
Thus uk+l is in no 9J/i, 1 ~< i ~ k + 1. Finally, writing x --~ uk + f~+i and 
Y = f~+l, we find 
u~+t = (x 2 + y2)2 = (x -k y)~(x - -  y)2 + 4x2y2 
= (x + y)~ uk ~ + (2x) f~+l = (x + y)2 d2fi 2 + (2x)~ f~+~ 
as desired. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY" 4.4. Let A be a semilocal ring with maximal ideals 9X1 ..... 9J~r 
and 2 ~ U(A). I f  a e A is a sum of m squares in each A~ , then a is a sum 
of rm squares in A .  
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In view of (4.3), the proof of (4.1) is reduced to the case when the Dedekind 
ring A is local, i.e., when A is a discrete valuation ring (DVR). In this case, 
we can appeal to the following general result for (arbitrary) valuation rings: 
THEOREM 4.5 (M. Kneser, J.-L. Colliot-TMl+ne). Let A be any valuation 
ring, with 2 ~ U(A). Let q be a regular quadratic form over A. I f  a e A is repre- 
sented by q over F = qf(A),  then a is represented by q over A. 
Various special cases of this result have appeared before in the literature: 
For the case when ae U(A), see [16, (2.3.1)]; for the case when A is a real 
valuation ring (i.e., the residue class field of A is formally real); see, e.g., [35, 
Lemma 2.2]; for the case when A is a complete discrete valuation ring, see [28]. 
Based on these special cases we had raised (4.5) as an open question in a 
preliminary version of this paper. Since then, complete solutions have been 
furnished to us (independently) by Kneser and Colliot-Th61~ne. We are grateful 
to Kneser who has kindly permitted us to include his proof: 
Proof of (4.5). The proof will be based on the following fact on maximal 
(quadratic) lattices over a valuation ring: 
Let (V, q) be a regular F-quadratic space, and let L 
be a maximal A-lattice in (V, q). Then An  q(V) = q( L). (4.6) 
To see that this implies (4.5), let q be a regular quadratic form over A; for 
convenience, we shall identify q with its scalar extension to F. Let V be an 
F-quadratic space supporting q. Since A is a local ring with 2 e U(A), there 
exists an orthogonal basis e 1 .... ,en in V with q(el) E U(A). Then L = 
A'e  1 @ "'" @A'en  is a maximal A-lattice in (V, q), and the equation 
A n q(V) = q(L) in (4.6) will clearly give the desired conclusion in (4.5). 
To prove the nontrivial inclusion (_C) in (4.6), let x ~ V be such that q(x) e Ai 
I f  x eL  we are done, so assume x 6L. Let B be the symmetric bilinear form 
on V associated with q (B(u, v) = q(u + v) -- q(u) -- q(v)). Since A is a valua- 
tion ring, the finitely generated A-submodule B(x, L) in F must be cyclic, 
say B(x, L) = A • B(x, y), where y eL.  We must have B(x, y) ¢ A, for otherwise 
B(x, L) C A and it would follow that L + A - x is an A-lattice bigger than L. 
Therefore, 
q(x - -y )  q (x )+q(y) - -B (x ,y )  
B(x, y) B(x, y) 
e -- 1 + max. ideal of A _C U(A), 
and we have B(x ,L )= A .q(x - -y )DA.  Now consider the hyperplane 
reflection p associated with the (anisotropic) vector x --  y. Writing x' = p(x), 
we have q(x') = q(x) so we are done if we can show that x' eL.  
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By definition, 
B(x,  x - y )  (x - y )  
x' = x -- q(x -- y) 
=x+ B(x ,y - -x )  
q(x - y )  (x - y )  
-~x+ q(x+y- -x ) - -q (x ) - -q (y - -x )  (x - -y )  
q(x - y )  
=y + q(y ) - -  q(x) 
q(x -- y) (x -- y). 
Now B(x - -y ,L )  C_B(x,L)-+ A = B(x ,L ) -~ A .q~x- -  y), so B( (x - -y ) /  
q(x -- y), L) C_ A. From the above equations, it follows that B(x', L) C A. 
Since we also have q(x') = q(x) e A, this implies that L + A • x' is an A-lattice 
in (V, q). By the maximality of L, we must have x '  eL, as desired. Q.E.D. 
Combining (4.3) and (4.6), one has obviously a proof of (4.1). However, 
the conclusion in (4.1) that "a is represented by r 'q  over A" clearly leaves 
something to be desired. The optimal conclusion should have been, that a 
is represented by q over A. Recently, Colliot-Thdl~ne has shown that this is 
indeed the case. His proof exploits the Weak Approximation Theorem for 
quadrics and is valid for any ring A (2 e U(A)) which is the intersection f a 
finite number of independent valuation rings within a given field. In the case 
when A is semilocal Dedekind and rank q ~ 3, Colliot-Th61~ne's result is, 
of course, already covered by (3.3) and (3.13). 
In the balance of this section, we shall specialize to discrete valuation rings 
and prove some results about values of binary quadratic forms over them. 
The quadratic forms we study from now will not necessarily be regular over A; 
thus, the general theory of quadratic forms will not be of much use here, and 
we have to proceed by ad hoc methods. 
Recall the notation: DA(b ) ~ {x 2 + by2: x, y e A} for any ring A containing b. 
If A is a regular semilocal domain with 2b e U(A), and F = qf(A) ,  then by 
Theorem (3.6), An DF(b) = DA(b), i.e., an element a e A is represented by 
x 2 + by 2 over F iff it is represented by x 2 + by e over A. In the special case 
when A is a DVR, it turns out that this result remains true for certain pairs 
(a, b) without b being a unit. This will be shown below in (4.7) and (4.12). 
To avoid repetition in setting up notations, we assume, for the balance of this 
section, that A is a DVR, 9J~ is its maximal ideal, F -~ qf(A) ,  and v: P -+ Y 
(onto) is the discrete valuation on F associated with A. A uniformizer for A 
shall mean a generator for the maximal ideal of A, i.e., an element ~r with 
v(~-) = 1. 
LEMMA 4.7. For any uniformizer rr, we have An  DF(rr) = DA(~r). 
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Proof. To prove the nontrivial inclusion (_C_C), let a • A n D~(~r); say a = 
(rriu)2 + 7r(~rJw) 2, where i, j •  Z, and u, w • U(A). Since the two summands 
have different valuations, we have 
0 <~ v(a) = min{2i, 2j -1- 1}. 
This gives i ~> 0, j >~ 0 so a • DA(~r ). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.8. I f  b • ~.}l and 2 • U(A), then 
U(A) ~ DA(b ) = U(A) ~ DA(b~r 2) = U(A) t~ DA(ba). 
(z.e., x 2 + by2, x ~ + bzr2y e and x e + bay ~ represent he same units over A). 
Proof. The two inclusions ~_ are obvious, so it suffices to show that any 
unit x 2 + by 2 (x, y • A) belongs to DA(b3). 
Noting (z ~ + bw~) 2 = (z 2 - -  bw2) 2 + b(2zw) z and applying (2.1) we get 
(z 2 + bw2)2(x ~ + by ~) = [(z e - -  bw2)x + 2bzwy] 2 + b[(z 2 - -  bw2)y --  2zwx] ~. 
Choosing z = 2x and w = y, we have 
(4x 2 + by2)2(x 2 + by 2) = (4x 2 + 3by2) 2 x 2 + bay 6 • DA(b3). (4.9) 
Since x 2 + by 2 ~ U(A) and b 6 ~,  we have x E U(A). Using 2 • U(A), we have 
then 4x 2 + by 2 • U(A), so (4.9) implies that x 2 -k by 2 • DA(ba). Q.E.D. 
Even if 2 is not a unit in A, the argument above can still be used to prove 
the first equality in (4.8), under a slightly stronger hypothesis on b: 
COROLLAaY 4.10. I f  b • 49~, then U(A) n DA(b) = U(A) n DA(bzrZ). 
Proof. Write b ~- 4~c, c e A. Substituting this into (4.9), we have 
16(x 2 + zrcy2)2(x ~ + by 2) = 16(x 2 + 3*rcy2) ~ x ~ -4- 16bzr2(cya) 2 ~ 16" DA(bzr~). 
I f  2 4 :0  in A, cancellation of 16 yields x 2 -k by 2 • DA(bzr 2) (noting that x • U(A) 
implies x~q - zrcy2• U(A)). I f  2 = 0 in A, then b ~ 4~rc ~ 0 and there is 
nothing to prove. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.11. The conclusion of (4.10) is false without the assumption 
that b • 4~1)l, even when 2 • U(A). In fact, for A = Zta) and b ~ 1, we have 
observed in an earlier example that the unit 2 is represented by x z -¢-y~ but 
not by x 2 + 9y 2. 
We can now state our final result on the values of x 2 + by 2 over a DVR: 
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THEOREM 4.12. Let A be a DVR with 2 E U(A), and F = q f (A) .  Let a, b 
A\{0) such that v(b) is odd and v(a) is even. Then a e OF(b) iff a E DA(b). 
Proof. We need only prove the "only if" part, so let a E DF(b). 
,Step 1. Assume a is a unit. We proceed by induct ion on v(b). I f  v(b) = 1, 
then b is a uniformizer, and we are done by (4.7). I f  v(b) /> 3, write b = ~r2b0, 
where b 0 ~ A and ~r is a fixed uniformizer. Then  v(bo) = v(b) - -  2 /> 1 is also 
odd, and we see easily that DF(b)= DF(bo). By the inductive hypothesis, 
we have a ~ DA(bo), so by (4.8), a ~ DA(bo~r 2) = DA(b), as desired. 
Step 2. In  general, write a = ~r2ia o , where a o ~ U(A). Then a ~ D~(b) 
implies that a o e D~(b), which, by Step 1, implies that a o ~ DA(b ). But then 
a ~ 7rZiao ~ Tr 2i" D~(b) C OA(b ). Q.E.D. 
The hypotheses that v(b) be odd and v(a) be even cannot be removed from 
the statement of Theorem 4.12. In  fact, eounterexamples can be given in each 
of the three remaining cases: (1) v(a) odd, v(b) even, (2) v(a), v(b) both odd, 
and (3) v(a), v(b) both even. For (3), we can take the example in (4.11) (with 
a - 2, b = 9). For (2), take any DVR, with a uniformizer ~r, and let a = ~r, 
b = ~r 2~+1 ( />/  1). Then  a ~ DF(zr ) = D~(b), but  a (~ DA(b ). For, if ~r = x ~ + 
~r~+ly 2 (x, y ~ A), then x 2 = ~r(l --  ~r~iy ~) ~ ~r" U(A), contradicting the fact 
that x 2 has even valuation. Similarly, for case (1), take any DVR with a 
uniformizer ~r such that zr is a sum of two squares in A (e.g., A = Z(~) with 
~r = 5). Let a = ~r and b = ~r 2~ ( i />  1). Then  ae  Dr(1 ) = DF(b), but  a q~ 
D~(b). For, if 7r = x 2 + ~r2iy 2 (x,y e A), then x 2 = ~r(1 - -  ~r2i-ly ~) e ~r" U(A), 
a contradiction as before. 
Of course, in Cases (1) and (3), if v(b) = 0 (and 2 e U(A)), then we cannot 
expect any counterexample, by virtue of Theorem 3.6. 
For further results on expressing units as sums of squares in a semilocal 
Dedekind domain, see [5]. 
5. REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
We would like to make here some comments concerning Theorem 3.6. 
In  this theorem, we assumed the ring A to be a semilocal regular domain (with 
2 ~ U(A)). Actually, the theorem can be proved for a larger class of rings, 
namely, the class of semilocal geometrically locally factorial domains: 
A (commutative) r ing R is said to be locally factorial if the localization of R 
at every maximal ideal is a UFD;  it is said to be geometrically locally factorial 
(GLF)  if all rings R'D__ R 6tale over a R are locally factorial. The  definit ion 
a R' being 6tale over R means that R' is R-flat, and that R' is separable and finitely 
presented as an R-algebra; see, e.g., [25, p. 104]. 
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of GLF  appeared in [20], and is prompted by considerations in algebraic 
geometry. It can be shown (essentially from the theorem of Auslander and 
Buchsbaum) that regular rings are GLF, although the converse is false (see, 
e.g., [16]). 
Over a semilocal domain R, invertible ideals are principal, so R is locally 
factorial iff it is a UFD [24, Theorem 178]. Now let A be a semilocal domain 
which is GLF, with 2b ~ U(A). As we have observed in the proof of (3.l), 
B = A[v/-----b] is a semilocal domain which is separable as an A-algebra; 
it follows that B is ~tale over A. Thus, by the definition of GLF, A, B are 
both locally factorial, and are therefore UFD's.  By (2.5), it follows that (3.6) 
remains true for any semilocal GLF domain in which 2 is a unit. 
We now conclude this paper by noting some open problems relevant to 
the results obtained. The first of these was already posed by Colliot-Th~l+ne [16]: 
Problem 1. Let A be a regular semilocal domain with 2 ~ U(A). I f  a ~ U(A) 
is a sum of n squares in qf(A) ,  is a a sum of n squares in A ? 
By (3.3), this is true for n ~ 3, so n = 4 is the first open case. Ojanguren 
has studied this case in [29], and showed that the answer to the above is in 
the affirmative for n ~ 4 for a certain class of regular local rings of Krull 
dimension 2. The case when n > 4 seems to be completely open. 
The second problem concerns the possible generalization of (3.6) to sums 
of three squares: 
Problem 2. Let A be a regular semilocal domain with 2 ~ U(A). I f  a ~ A 
(not necessarily a unit) is a sum of three squares in F = qf(A) ,  is a then a sum 
of three squares in A ? 
Theorem (3.11) provides only a partial answer to this problem. 
The last problem is a "global" analog of Problem 2: 
Problem 3. I f  f ~ A ~ ~[x 1 ..... xa] is a sum of three squares in ~(xl ..... xa), 
is it then a sum of squares in A ? 
The reason this question is of interest is that we know the answer to be 
"yes" if we replace "three" by "two" (Corollary (2.8)), and we know the answer 
to be "no" if we replace "three" by "four" (Example (5) in the Introduction). 
Further, if the answer to the above question is "yes" for three squares, then 
it would follow that R(x 1 , x2) has pythagoras number 3 4, which is a difficult 
theorem of Cassels, Ellison, and Pfister [11]. We suspect hat the answer to 
Problem 3 is "no," but we have not been able to find a counterexample. 
4 The pythagoras number of a field K is the smallest number n ~< ~ such that every 
sum of squares in K is a sum of n squares. 
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